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Texte intégral

Is a qualitative sociological study of prisons useful? What a question! Doesn't it seem pointless, out of place or provocative, or all three? Aren't knowledge, the will to know, truth, objectivity and the scientific character of the work justifications in their own right, with their own positive value? Isn't it legitimate for sociologists, and a fortiori, committed sociologists, to concentrate on deciphering the social forces and mechanisms at work in the reality of the prison world? An affirmative response to the latter question should not elude the complexity of the problem.

First of all, it must be said that there is no lack of knowledge and discourse about prison nowadays: there are weighty parliamentary reports, original documentary films, expressive autobiographical narratives, first-hand accounts by sensible professionals, all sorts of newspaper articles, militant circulation of information and so on. These documents often reflect an authentic investigational effort and they present a vast panorama of descriptions and interpretations. Do of course some areas pertaining to life (and death) in confinement definitely remain in the dark. However, the usual, almost monotonous claims, both that sociological research is justified by the need to put an end to the “miscomprehension” of the institution and that such “miscomprehension” is the main factor in its “historical inertia” are inadequate today. At the least, we have a problem here that merits deeper scrutiny. What sort of knowledge do we want to set up in contrast to the knowledge we deem less relevant?

Our conception of the complexity of the problem is based on the conviction that at a time when the dominion of confinement is unprecedented, at a time when discourse of a managerial type aimed at developing the efficiency of the
criminal justice system prevails over any other type of discourse, at a time, too, when the space for imagining other possibilities is shrinking within the intellectual sphere, it is essential that sociologists studying prison intensify not only their sociological imagination but also their critical vigilance with respect to their own assumptions and habits and to the principles of social justice on which their critical posture is predicated. Criticism must therefore be subjected to criticism, not to annihilate it but rather, to seize its nature and assess its potential impact. This reflexive self-scrutiny entails some obvious risks: it may unsettle conceptual routines, making conceptualization, and by the same token research work, more laborious. Doing without this self-scrutiny entails another, converse risk, one which is much more prejudicial: that of producing analyses that have a strange resemblance with the systems, practices and perceptions which the researcher seeks, paradoxically, to criticize, or at least are easily accommodated by them.

We will begin by ferreting out those self-proclaimed “critical” ordinary and scientific statements which embrace the unspoken assumptions, goals and myths of the institution, thus tending toward the silent and therefore efficient reinforcement of the system behind it. This first step will throw a new light on the dilemma of prisons, in which thinkers are torn between the “urgency of reforms” and the “rejection of the institution”. This dilemma structures various sociological discourses on prison. Next we will discuss an alternative to this dilemma, consisting of articulating qualitative field research within prisons with a more comprehensive analysis of contemporary forms of government and the exertion of political power. The thrust of this off-center, transversal approach is to broach research on prison as a particular application of a general sociology program, in an attempt to open a new avenue, distinctly different from and complementary to the more classical sociology of prisons.

1. Humanism, efficiency and rejection of the institution

1.1. The compelling issue: corrections-centeredness

Michel Foucault excellently demonstrated the structure of criticism of the modern correctional institution. It is composed of six observations which, taken together, unremittingly denounce “the failure” of prison to perform the functions officially assigned to it at different periods. This criticism may be formulated as follows: “prisons do not bring down the rate of crime”, “confinement causes recidivism”, “prison necessarily produces offenders”, “prison encourages the structuring of a criminal milieu”, “the situation open to prison-leavers is conducive to recidivism”, “prison produces offenders indirectly by impoverishing the prisoner’s family”. These critiques are still quite consonant with concrete, qualitative findings as to the present-day correctional scene, with its stigma, uncertainty, powerlessness, broken families, corporal punishment, disaffiliation, unequal prison conditions, physical and symbolic violence, etc. To these observations, as recurrent as they are relevant, our own analysis of correctional itineraries and of the concrete functioning of detention has added two serious charges: the
We should not rush into any interpretation and criticism based on these sociological observations. The history of corrections has indeed shown that it is precisely the search for emergency “solutions” to the most crucial “problems” and to the most “intolerable” situations which has enabled the institution to adjust to contemporary sensitivities. Depending on the latter, different aspects of punishment are considered “degrading”, “inhuman” or “unacceptable” or again, “tolerable” or even “necessary”. This adjustment turns out to be essential to the long-term (re)production of the functional homology of the institution, and consequently to the (re)production of its “failure”.

We will use the term corrections-centered for compartmentalized, walled-up criticism, which goes hand in hand with a lack of in-depth thinking about the organic relationship between prisons and the rest of the repressive apparatus and even more comprehensively, about all of the ties connecting prison with social relations in general. Sociologists whose analysis is merely grounded in and aimed at “rehabilitation” – and who confine themselves to the enumeration of everything that prevents its successful achievement – run the risk of implicitly embracing the correctionalist project, thus producing spineless criticism, strangely compatible with the disciplinary powers which would have been pointed up by a more complete deconstruction.

Consequently, with those foundations and that search for concrete solutions, corrections-centered criticism is closer than it seems at first glance to managerial, technocratic discourse on the institution.

We must be wary of attempts at correctional reform aimed at “improving the prisoner’s lot” when they are not integrated in a comprehensive theory of confinement. Researchers who are not in search of that kind of theory remain trapped in the “fly bottle”, to use Watzlawick’s expression, of an apparently obvious “reality” (with statements such as “we must give prisoners control of their own fate by setting up appropriate schemes for making them face up to their responsibilities”) whose only objectivity resides in the fact that it is not challenged, but blindly accepted as genuine. In precisely this sense, these “obvious facts” are primarily ideological realities. Inside that fly bottle the conceptual framework is devoid of contradictions, whereas viewed from outside as suggested above, this framework turns out to be a trap. In other words, those people who believe they are being critical and rethinking the system are deluding themselves and may well reinforce (by omission or compromise) the “lines of force of the world”, of which they are a vector.

1.2. Rejection: abolitionism and the prison dilemma

Rather, the task of the thinker as viewed by Watzlawick and Wittgenstein, would be to convince the fly trapped in its bottle that the only way out is to go back up the narrow path by which it entered, even if that avenue seems more dangerous than the space in which it is imprisoned. Radical criticism of prison as developed during the 1970s and 80s may be viewed as an attempt to get out of that fly bottle. Prison reform is judged impossible, so that the only conceivable prospect of social-historical change is abolition. Thus, given the intrinsic failure of prisons to accomplish all of the contradictory missions assigned to them, the pure and simple elimination of prison, denounced as a
source of sterile suffering\textsuperscript{16} has been considered and demanded at regular intervals.\textsuperscript{17} Some extreme optimists even claim that its abolition is imminent,\textsuperscript{18} although we see no reason for this strange optimism. This stance is definitely intellectually fertile, primarily in that it demystifies the Law and produces a genuine epistemological break with the correctionalist project, thus opening new horizons for analysis.

But "critics" may well find themselves in a new dead end here. Indeed, since the analysis peaks with the bold assertion that any reform reinforces the institution (by adjusting it and/or making it more commonplace), the Cause becomes paradoxically more important than the immediate, concrete situation of the people (behind the bars) whom the Cause alleges to defend, thus creating another ideological reality no less pernicious than the one it claims to reject.\textsuperscript{19} So we find ourselves faced once again with the “dilemma of prisons”, the terms of which have been formulated by Y. Cartuyvels: on the one hand, the attempt to make prison a place respectful of the law is tantamount to ratifying the existence of a correctional space that is seriously lacking in legitimacy, to accepting the persistence of a criminal justice system based on personal restraint which may be viewed as contrary to human rights, and to accepting the violence of a discriminatory, managerial logic of social exclusion . . . while on the other hand, to refuse any prison reform is to refuse to conceive of the development of a legal system for sentence-enforcement which would provide guarantees, protection and true improvement for prisoners faced, day after day, with arbitrary decisions and the vacuity of life in prison.\textsuperscript{20}

The urgency of reforms – corrections-centeredness – and rejection of the institution—abolitionism(s)–represent two types of critical attitudes, then, often combined in a single argument, which structure a non-negligible part of (heterogeneous and sometimes contradictory) rightly or wrongly self-proclaimed “critical” sociopolitical rhetoric. There have been occasional attempts to ferret out a new historical dynamic susceptible of overcoming this dilemma. This was the case for “minimalism”, in which the utopia of the end of the institution offers a prospect of practices commanded by a goal: that is, constantly decreasing numbers of inmates for increasingly shorter prison stays.

2. Off-center and transversal thinking

The fecundity of some present-day research on prisons resides in the resolute pursuit of new modes of articulation between micro- and macrosociology. Following a brief overview of some trends investigating this vein, we will go on to explore the research ethos of another perspective which is radically transversal in its thinking and also attempts to free itself of the dilemma described above.

2.1. Prison and social order

As some major postmodern thinkers would suggest, the impasses of prison may be sought in its very essence: a modern project guided by organizing Reason.\textsuperscript{21} The rational search for a well-ordered world which legitimizes itself through a meta-narrative of emancipation, as “a future to bring into being”,
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“an Idea to put into practice”, necessarily generates its own kinds of violence, fears and risks – which represent the “productive refuse of the order-producing factory” – for which prison is supposed to be an answer. Thus, part of the problem is contained in the very search (modern and state-propelled) for its solution. This creates a vicious circle: the process of criminalization of various acts may be limitless and generate potentially limitless penal repression directed at all acts judged undesirable. The touchstone of analysis here is the assumptions and self-reproducing frustrations of the Leviathan. More classically, and in relative continuity with the pioneering work of Rusche and Kirscheimer, other thinkers tackle the task of deciphering the crumbling of the “social” state and its gradual replacement by the “social-safety” state, or even by a “punitive” state, under strong neo-liberal pressure.

The motivations—more or less explicit depending on the writer—behind the first golden age of ethnographic field work in the sociology of prisons may be seen as a desire to articulate micro-sociological observation of the prison environment with the socio-historical forces that shape the institution. One thinks of Sykes, for example, who has brilliantly shown how social relations in prison are the outcome of the clash between the various ends it supposedly pursues (Custody, Internal Order, Self-Maintenance, Punishment, Reform), or of Goffman and his concept of the total institution which, as a structural concept, questioned the entire social system. At present, one part of the sociology of prisons continues in the same spirit, describing the basic contradiction between “security” missions and “rehabilitation”, as well as the domination of the imperative of security over any other logic.

A. Chauvenet, in particular, has recently revisited the articulation between micro- and macro-aspects, with an extremely stimulating analysis of social relations in prison, showing confinement for what it is: a defensive warring system which, instead of manning the borders and warding off an enemy from outside, is built into the sociopolitical and spatial fabric and is aimed at the enemy from within, shut up behind walls and unable to leave as long as the justice system has not decided otherwise.

What is crucial to this articulation, then, is the order underlying the institution, forming the focal point of critical analysis, guided in this case by the postulate that the way a political system treats its deviants tells a great deal about the system itself. This transversal character can be taken further at present.

### 2.2. Governmentality and subjection: renewing qualitative analysis

As we know, *Discipline and Punish* is not a book on prisons as much as on discipline, power relations and social engineering set up to produce mentally sovereign, normatively self-disciplined subjects. The strength of the analysis also resided in the fact that it was off-center and transversal, using prison for what the French call a mise en abîme, an endless series of reflections as in parallel mirrors, through which to explore the subterranean mechanisms of modern societies. By offering tools which integrate thinking about prisons in the dynamics of research on governmentality, an alternative avenue for research appears, one which may take this research ethos further.

This approach may be complementary with “classical” sociology of prisons, but it also confronts some of its postulates. It is heuristic mainly in that it sets aside the founding illusion of a “norm-free” institution (or one with norms of
its own), to consider the social relations developed in prison as comparable in nature to those developed outside, but considerably amplified. The perspective proposed is located outside the corrections-centered fly bottle and does not suggest any program for improving prison governance. To the contrary, it tries to "destabilize the present", to objectify and deconstruct the *apparatus* underlying a specific type of governance.

Thus, the new diversity, pluralism and growing openness that have characterized custody over the last few decades (with respect to work, socio-cultural activities, prohibitions and sanctions, rights and so on) would no longer be commented, rather irrelevantly, as a process of "normalization" of the conditions of confinement, but rather, would be central to an analysis of the increasing complexity of contemporary modes of exercise of political power, at the heart of a triangle formed by *sovereignty-discipline-government*. Analysis of *sovereignty* emphasizes power as the “negative” ability to inflict sanctions, sometimes spectacularly, throughout a given space or territory; *discipline* stresses monitoring techniques, individuation and normalization; last, through *government*, power tends to be viewed as a function of the “incite, elicit, combine” type, a way of “conducting conduct” producing some reality and truth before it coerces. Emphasis is no longer placed, then, on the strictly security-oriented and coercive dimensions, but rather, on the “apparatus” within which they are shaped, and the variety of *techniques of government* with which they are intertwined. Let us take two examples—certainly too succinct—of our research in process, conducted in France and Quebec.

The first study, in France turned up a perverse situation in which inmates are asked to “act responsibly”—“stop their nonsense”, “find a job”, etc.—and at the same time are stigmatized and dispossessed of their usual modes of action. In this sense—and this is a crucial point—the situation represents an extreme form of a new kind of domination, accurately identified by general sociology, which crosses the entire social scene. It is those people whose resources make them least able to shoulder responsibility for themselves and manage their own existence who are most strongly urged to do so. Far from attenuating the pervasiveness of social constraints, contemporary injunctions calling for individuation and responsible behavior produce new forms of subjection. Prison—the end-of-the-road of exclusion-producing circuits—represents the ultimate, most refined form of this process. The socially imposed requirement that one act as an individual turns into a heavy burden for individuals when they do not possess the necessary requisites for doing so and when that norm is not internalized but rather, is imposed on them from outside.

Secondly, in Quebec, our present investigation of the role of *leadership* (official and unofficial) in the administration of Quebec’s penitentiaries has uncovered a complex situation. The inmates’ committees, pressured to take initiatives, are free to create activities, which are taken away if any disturbance occurs inside the prison. They themselves thus create the “candy” in the “goody system” (the *système bonbon* as it is called familiarly in Quebec), in the individualized system of personal and collective privileges on which order in confinement is predicated. To put it in Nikolas Rose’s terms, inmates are thus *governed through their freedom*, and this freedom serves to reinforce and complexify traditional sanctions and more strictly disciplinary prerogatives, revealing a complex governing technique.

More generally speaking, analysis of the governing of prisons, taken as a history of the present form of “personal restraint” must therefore be articulated with a history of “freedom” itself, or more accurately, with the forms of subjection elaborated in its name. Foucault described a corrections-
oriented prison at a time when Enlightenment-type freedom went hand in hand with normalcy, whence the expansion and development of the major social disciplines to which he applied his critical analysis. At present, following a period in which freedom had a strong connotation of social solidarity, it seems to be connected more with injunctions to individuation, autonomy and self-accomplishment through work, psychological introspection and the joys of consumerism. Ongoing interplay between the ordinary (governmental techniques existing both inside and outside of prison walls) and the extraordinary should enable us to renew and complexify criticism. The idea, then, is not to overlook the specific features of the correctional world (the reign of security-mindedness, promiscuous confinement, different modes of resistance, reduction of the "options" open to actors, etc.), but nonetheless to objectify those shared, complementary and/or distinctive forms of subjection found in inclusive and exclusionary circuits, including prisons.

In conclusion, when thinkers aim at "unsettling the present" rather than grounding their critical approach in a search for universal Progress, they break with the abolitionist stance and with its miserabilist tendency to reduce reality to squalor, to view people as victims, and to "compress" reality under the seal of suffering. They do so by deconstructing governmental techniques, the knowledge that structures them and the ways in which actors resist those forces exerting power on them, through them and using them supportively. Their analysis is an attempt to comprehend the diversity and heterogeneity of prison experiences and the complexity of modes of exercise of power in custodial institutions, with their historical dimension, their contingency and their localism. At the same time, it is important to put an end to the moral indifference displayed by society for its prisoners, not on the basis of some universal humanism this time, but more modestly and more practically by objectifying the ways in which prison participates actively in new forms of domination which both exceed confinement and tend toward it. Prison adjusts easily to those forms precisely because it reinforces them. By demonstrating the existence of similar types of subjection outside prison walls, this transversal approach does away with the stigmatization, the reduction of people to the status of criminal and the alterity produced by criminalization. It is the strength, the solidity and the simultaneity of the various dimensions of this transversal detour and conversely, its ability to test the basic tenets of criminal justice that will enable us to assess the "utility" of the qualitative sociology of prisons.
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Notes

1 Such as “suicides, rarely elucidated” and the patently excessively high suicide rate in prisons. See Erbin, 2003, among others.

2 Castoriadis (quoted by Bauman, 2003, 288-289) does not mince his words: he speaks of a “horrendous ideological regression among thinkers” in a period defined as withdrawing into conformism at best.

3 In the sense of Mills, 1997 [1967].

4 Foucault, 1975, 308-312.

5 On the situation in France, see the recent OIP (Observatoire International des Prisons [International Prison Watch] report (2003)

6 Chantraine, 2004d.

7 Chantraine, 2004a.

8 I have suggested a comprehensive interpretation of this reproductive dynamic of the institution in Chantraine, 2004b.

9 This timely expression is borrowed from Salle, 2003, 406-407.

10 Worse, by cloaking the institution in more respectable dress, politically correct denunciation of inhuman prison conditions turns out to be strangely compatible with growing demands for security in everyday life. See, among others, Kaminski, 2002; Bouillant, 2003; Salle, 2003.

11 This does not mean that we shun the idea that some prisons are less unacceptable than others (Faugeron, 2002). Some movements for the defense and promotion of prisoners’ rights have been fruitful and led to the objective improvement of conditions of detention. To understand the spirit of the struggle and see how far it has gone in Quebec, compare Landreville, Gagnon, Desrosiers, 1976, Landreville, 1976 and Lemonde, Landreville, 2002. Having said this, the point today, as will be shown further down, is not so much to glorify this improvement as to evidence the shift and repatterning of power relations in prisons (necessarily) generated by this improvement.

12 See Watzlawick, 1988a.


16 Hulsman, Bernat de Celis, 1982; Mathiesen, 1974.

17 See, for example, Buffard, 1973.

18 Brossat, 2001, 8.

19 It would then, no doubt, remain for us to decipher the way different kinds of formal and informal social control are repatterned outside prison walls, and these may not be any better than the “abomination” of prison.


21 Christie’s invaluable analysis (Christie, 2003 [1993]), influenced by one of Bauman’s major works (2002 [1989]) immediately comes to mind of course. We have emphasized Christie’s ties to the postmoderns, probably less obvious in the original text. For a clear overview of the relative consensus on the impasses of modern reason in thinkers labeled “postmodern” (sometimes against their own will), see Brodeur, 1993.


25 Rusche, Kirscheimer, 1994 [1939].


27 Wacquant, 1999.

28 Sykes, 1999 [1958], 13-39. This is only one aspect of his work. According to Sykes, social order in prison, a negotiated order, is the pragmatic outcome of a twofold necessity: for the prisoner, the need to find ways to make his stay the least
intolerable possible and for the guard, to make sure there are as few problems as possible on the wards (leading him to make concessions, but always erratically).

29 Goffman, 1968. For further, enlightening reading on this comprehensive scope, see Castel, 1989 and Becker, 2001.

30 For an overview, see Chantraine, 2000. See, for example, Chauvenet, Orlic, Benguigui, 1994, on prison guards, and Besançon, Lechien, 2000 on health and h 19993 and health care.

31 Chauvenet, 1998. We have attempted to think along the same lines, deciphering the social relations between inmates, in Chantraine, 2004a, 183-223. Wacquant (2001) has also formulated an articulation between micro- and macro-leve l s, showing the historical singularity of prisons in the United States.


33 Deleuze, 1990.

34 For some general introductions, see Rose, 1993; Burchell, Gordon, Miller (eds.), 1991; Barry, Osborne, Rose (eds.), 1996. For specific applications of this approach to the world of prisons, see Dilulio, 1987 ; Simon, 2000 ; Hannat-Moffat, 2000 ; Carrabine, 2000. We will confine our comments to a presentation of the most seminal present trends, but it must be said that other directions are now being developed. Examples include Hannat-Moffat’s analysis (1999), integrating theories of risk management and actuarial justice ; Carrabine (2000), who uses Latour’s approach to investigate operations of translation by which corrections agents “translate” the broad missions devolved on prisons into concrete practices ; lastly, Kaminski et al. (2001) have given new hues to the concept of instrumentalization applied to criminal justice practices on both sides of prison walls, and use this transversal approach to take apart some ideas usually taken for granted. These various perspectives may be articulated with the approach presented here.

35 Faugeron, 1996, 40.

36 See Rose, 1999.

37 See Deleuze, 1986.

38 See, for instance, Martucelli, 2001 and his post-face in Chantraine, 2004a; see also Chantraine, 2003.

39 The conference, organized by the Centre d’Etudes des Mouvements Sociaux (Center for the Study of Social Movements) on April 28-29, 2004 on “injunctions to individuation and social backing for individuals” is one example of this transversal approach.

40 This study, which will be the object of more in-depth analysis, aims at exploring the ambiguities of the leader figure in the economy of interpersonal relations in confinement, oscillating between active participation in controlling inmates and potential threat to the prevailing order.

41 For a brief description of the role of inmates' committees, see Bernheim, 2003.

42 See Rose’s overall analysis, 1999.


44 N. Rose (1999) offers an enlightening perspective on the comparative history of freedom and the ways political power is exerted. See also Chantraine, 2004c.

45 On forms of control in both of these circuits, see Rose, 2000.

46 On the crisis in meta-narratives of emancipation, see Lyotard, 1993.
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